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SubCentral allows you to use one of the following search criteria to search and download subtitles for movies or TV
shows: SubCentral has following features: Completely integrated in the main interface Easy to use via GUI Ability
to search and download subtitles from any movie or TV show managed by one of the supported plugins. Option to
use manual search (search for subtitles is a matter of giving some parameters for search query) Ability to sort
subtitles based on any criteria, including unique tag ranking system Ability to modify search criteria and reload
them Ability to download subtitles in multiple languages at once Ability to update subtitles to newest available
version Option to enable / disable subtitles Ability to delete subtitles Downloadable in three different formats (FAR,
MP4 and OMF) Streaming Support SubCentral can be used to download subtitles in multiple languages, and also
supports streaming subtitles to the remote device. Streaming subtitles is also possible, when plugin is opened via a
file path, which means that it is not hardcoded. More about the streaming subtitles feature can be found at the
Features tab of the configuration page. Configure SubCentral plugin for a movie or TV show Before using
SubCentral for the first time, use MediaPortal configuration to configure the plugin thoroughly (selecting,
reordering and renaming groups/providers, selecting and ordering languages and managing of the download folders).
Adding new subtitle search provider If you wish, SubCentral can be configured to use any of the available
providers, which can be changed in the configuration page. If plugin is opened from home screen, only manual
search is possible, where you can create your own search queries for movies or TV shows. From the GUI you can
enable / disable languages (but not language priority), download or delete existing subtitles, search and sort the
search results using different criteria, including unique tag ranking system. SubCentral has following features:
Completely integrated in the main interface Easy to use via GUI Ability to search and download subtitles from any
movie or TV show managed by one of the supported plugins. Option to use manual search (search for subtitles is a
matter of giving some parameters for search query) Ability to sort subtitles based on any criteria, including unique
tag ranking system Ability to modify search criteria and reload them Ability to download subtitles in multiple
languages at once
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- Download subtitles for movies and shows - Download subtitled files for movies, shows, DVDs, Blu-Ray discs, live
TV, video podcasts, etc - Download from the biggest subtitles database on the web - Download subtitles in MP4,
OGG, AVI, WMV, WV, MPG, 3GP, MP3, FLAC, AAC, AIFF, SRT, TS, WEBM and other formats - Create and
search your own custom searches - Use the automatic search from supported plugins and configure manually if
needed - Interface for the automatic search can be configured and expanded - Add/edit the language codes in the
subtitles for the automatic search - Interface for the automatic search can be configured - Disconnect subtitle lists to
not flood the interface - Add and edit the TV show tags - Select the type of the show tags to use: show only,
category or tag - Add and edit the movie tags - Select the type of the movie tags to use: show only, category or tag -
Supports all popular plugins - Sorting and filters are also customizable - Supports all popular subtitles databases -
Supports almost all popular languages, including British and Indian ones - SubCentral is a standalone plugin, no need
for additional plugins. - You can add SubCentral as a regular plugin - SubCentral uses multiple threads to improve
performance and interface responsiveness - Supports multitasking - Supports multitasking - Supports multitasking -
Supports multitasking Advertisement SubCentral is a standalone subtitles plugin for the MediaPortal HTPC
application. The purpose of the plugin is to allow user to search and download subtitles for movies or TV shows
managed by popular Moving Pictures and MP-TVSeries plugins. It also has the interfaces to allow easy
implementation and integration in any other plugin. Best way to use SubCentral is through one of the supported
plugins. If you wish, there is a possibility to modify search data SubCentral grabs from the plugins for more
customized search. If plugin is opened from home screen, only manual search is possible, where you can create your
own search queries for movies or TV shows. Before using SubCentral for the first time, use MediaPortal
configuration to configure the plugin thoroughly (selecting, reordering and renaming groups/providers, selecting and
ordering languages and managing of the download folders). From the GUI you can enable / disable languages (but
not language priority), download or delete existing subtitles, search and sort the

What's New In?

SubCentral is a standalone subtitles plugin for the MediaPortal HTPC application. The purpose of the plugin is to
allow user to search and download subtitles for movies or TV shows managed by popular Moving Pictures and MP-
TVSeries plugins. It also has the interfaces to allow easy implementation and integration in any other plugin. Best
way to use SubCentral is through one of the supported plugins. If you wish, there is a possibility to modify search
data SubCentral grabs from the plugins for more customized search. If plugin is opened from home screen, only
manual search is possible, where you can create your own search queries for movies or TV shows. Before using
SubCentral for the first time, use MediaPortal configuration to configure the plugin thoroughly (selecting,
reordering and renaming groups/providers, selecting and ordering languages and managing of the download folders).
Categories: Category: SubCentral is a standalone subtitles plugin for the MediaPortal HTPC application. The
purpose of the plugin is to allow user to search and download subtitles for movies or TV shows managed by popular
Moving Pictures and MP-TVSeries plugins. It also has the interfaces to allow easy implementation and integration
in any other plugin. Best way to use SubCentral is through one of the supported plugins. If you wish, there is a
possibility to modify search data SubCentral grabs from the plugins for more customized search. If plugin is opened
from home screen, only manual search is possible, where you can create your own search queries for movies or TV
shows. Before using SubCentral for the first time, use MediaPortal configuration to configure the plugin thoroughly
(selecting, reordering and renaming groups/providers, selecting and ordering languages and managing of the
download folders). From the GUI you can enable / disable languages (but not language priority), download or delete
existing subtitles, search and sort the search results using different criteria, including unique tag ranking system.
Categories: Category: SubCentral is a standalone subtitles plugin for the MediaPortal HTPC application. The
purpose of the plugin is to allow user to search and download subtitles for movies or TV shows managed by popular
Moving Pictures and MP-TVSeries plugins. It also has the interfaces to allow easy implementation and integration
in any other plugin. Best way to use SubCentral is through one of the supported plugins. If you wish, there is a
possibility to modify search data SubCentral grabs from the plugins for more customized search. If plugin is opened
from home screen, only manual search is possible, where you can create your own search queries for movies or TV
shows. Before using SubCentral for the first time, use MediaPortal configuration to configure the plugin thoroughly
(selecting, reordering and renaming groups/providers, selecting and ordering languages and managing of the
download folders). From the GUI you can enable / disable languages (but not language priority), download or delete
existing subtitles, search and
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System Requirements For SubCentral:

OS: Windows 10 64-bit Windows 10 64-bit Processor: Intel Core i3 / i5 / i7 Intel Core i3 / i5 / i7 Memory: 4 GB
RAM 4 GB RAM Graphics: GeForce GTX 660 / Radeon HD 7850 GeForce GTX 660 / Radeon HD 7850 DirectX:
Version 11 Version 11 Storage: 2 GB available space 2 GB available space Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound
card Dedicated video card, you will need it to play the game. Recommended
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